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The best sunscreens for kids, according to dermatologists 

 
Discovering the proper sunscreen to your youngsters can also be tough. In fact, 
you need person who’s going to successfully offer protection to them from 
sunburns (since analysis unearths that 5 or extra unhealthy sunburns prior to age 
20 can building up somebody’s chance of melanoma through a whopping 80 
p.c). However you additionally wish to be sure that what you’re placing for your 
kid’s extra-delicate pores and skin is totally secure. 
 
What to search for in a sunscreen to your kids 
Irrespective of age, all the time make a choice a sunscreen that’s broad-
spectrum, that means it blocks each UVA and UVB rays, with an SPF 30 at 
minimal, says Viseslav Tonkovic-Capin, MD, a Kansas Town dermatologist and 
editor of DermBoard.org. UVA rays upfront age pores and skin, whilst UVB rays 
reason sunburns; SPF refers to how a lot UVB mild a sunscreen can clear out. 
Spend numerous time on the pool all through the summer season? “In case your 
kid can be engaging in water actions, remember to search for a formulation this 
is waterproof,” says Gretchen Frieling, MD, a dermatopathologist in Boston. A 
sunscreen can also be classified waterproof for as much as 40 or 80 mins, so that 
you’ll nonetheless must reapply ceaselessly. 
 
As for the kind of sunscreen you employ for your offspring, dermatologists advise 
sticking to mineral (sometimes called bodily) formulation, fairly than chemical 
ones, for a lot of causes. “I want zinc oxide-based merchandise, as not like 
chemical substances, they block out the whole UV spectrum,” says Kenneth 
Mark, MD, a dermatologist and Mohs pores and skin most cancers surgeon in 
New York Town. Plus, mineral sunscreens don’t take in within the pores and skin 
the best way chemical ones do, are typically much less frustrating and also are 
higher for the surroundings, notes Tonkovic-Capin. 
 
Whilst spray sunscreens are a well-liked selection amongst older youngsters and 
teenagers, Tonkovic-Capin prefers creams and lotions. “Sunscreens are 
designed to move onto your pores and skin and no longer into your lungs or the 
lungs of folks round you whilst you attempt to spray it onto your pores and skin,” 
he says. And as Sheel Desai Solomon, MD, a dermatologist in Raleigh/Durham, 
issues out, “spray makes it tough to keep watch over the volume you’re placing 
on, that means you’ll be able to placed on lower than you want.” 
Learn how to follow sunscreen on your youngsters 



 
“Children want sunscreen and depend on adults to use it when they’re too 
younger to use on themselves,” says Tess Mauricio, MD, a dermatologist in 
Beverly Hills. Follow roughly part a teaspoon of sunscreen on your kid’s face and 
one ounce to their whole frame, and take into account to reapply each two 
hours (or any time they get rainy), provides Susan Bard, MD, a dermatologist in 
New York Town. 
 
Elevating a tween or teenager? Instructing them in regards to the significance of 
making use of, and reapplying, sunscreen is vital, says Solomon. That mentioned, 
“some teenagers and younger adults are involved and embarrassed through 
the glossy residue some sunscreen merchandise depart in the back of so that 
they follow an inadequate quantity of coverage,” Solomon says. “In case your 
kid has those considerations, communicate to them and instill in them the 
significance of defending our pores and skin.” Tonkovic-Capin suggests shifting 
directly to any other logo till you in finding one you and your youngsters 
completely like to make use of. 
 
Different solar protection pointers for kids 
“The most important false impression is that it’s excellent sufficient simply to 
make use of a sunscreen for ok coverage from the solar,” says Tonkovic-Capin. 
Different steps you must take to stay your youngsters sun-safe are warding off 
taking them out all through top UV hours (10 a.m. to four p.m.) and placing 
them in protecting clothes, a broad-brimmed hat and UV-blocking sun shades 
when they’re out of doors, says Hadley King, MD, a dermatologist in New York 
Town. You must additionally all the time search colour when the circle of 
relatives is out of doors. 
 
The most productive sunscreens for children 
Able to start out a circle of relatives solar coverage regimen you’ll be able to 
observe all season lengthy? Beneath, most sensible dermatologists proportion 
their favourite sunscreens for children. 
 
Neutrogena SheerZinc Dry-Contact Sunscreen SPF 50, Walmart 

 
“This mineral blocker sunscreen accommodates handiest zinc oxide for broad-
spectrum coverage that can be utilized through someone, even youngsters and 
the ones with delicate pores and skin,” says Joshua Zeichner, MD, a 
dermatologist in New York Town. It’s additionally water-proof as much as 80 
mins. 
Sunshine & Glitter Sea Big name Sparkle SPF 50+ Rainbow Birthday celebration 
Glitter, Amazon 



 
For the kid who simply doesn’t wish to put on sunscreen, this glitter-packed 
sunscreen is a game-changer. “This can be a utterly mineral founded sunscreen 
and an effective way to get youngsters enthusiastic about placing on their 
sunscreen,” says Bard. As an advantage, the formulation is biodegradable. 
Bob Children SPF 30 Brush On Mineral Powder Sunscreen, Amazon 

 
This bodily sunscreen is a favourite of King’s. “The powder structure is very easy to 
use so youngsters would possibly not whinge about goopy sunscreen, there is 
not any scent and it is translucent,” she says. “And the comb is comfortable and 
brightly coloured so it is amusing to use.” As it is available in a powder 
formulation, there’s no greasy mess and also you don’t have to fret about it 
stinging your kid’s eyes, King provides. You’ll be able to additionally throw it to 
your bag for simple re-application. 
Aveeno Children Steady Coverage Mineral Sunscreen SPF 50, Walmart 

 
Solomon cites Aveeno as one among her go-to manufacturers when on the 
lookout for a excellent youngsters’ sunscreen. This mineral sunscreen has a 
gentle, hypoallergenic formulation that gained’t reason inflammation or 
stinging, and it’s water-proof for 80 mins. 
Babyganics SPF 50+ Sunscreen Lotion, Walmart 

 
Every other logo Solomon likes is Babyganics. For the littlest of little ones, this 
mineral formulation no longer handiest protects a toddler’s mushy pores and 
skin with SPF 50, it additionally nourishes with a seed oil mix. 
Neutrogena Natural & Unfastened Liquid SPF 50, Ulta 

 
Mark likes this sunscreen for children as it’s made with 21% zinc oxide and secure 
for young children six months and up. “It’s additionally freed from perfume, 
parabens, phthalates, dyes and worsening chemical substances,” he says. 
ProActiv Day by day Oil Regulate SPF 30, Ulta 

 
Teenagers in the middle of pimples breakouts is probably not too eager about 
making use of sunscreen. Input this formulation (which is chemical, fairly than 
bodily), a favourite of Mauricio. “For older youngsters and youths who’re 
beginning to have problems with oily pores and skin, clogged pores, 
whiteheads, black heads and pimples, this sunscreen can lend a hand upload 
moisture, scale back shine and likewise offer protection to the outside from UV 
harm,” she says. 
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